Presentations

You will be required to create a short presentation. Your presentation could be on anything related to the course that you found interesting or that you would like to learn more about.

Here are some ideas:

- Docker swarm
- Mesos
- Nomad - Josh
- Apache marathon
- Rancher
- Kontena
- panamax.io
- AWS ECS - Eli
- Kubernetes on AWS? (EKS)
- Apache mesos
- containership
- openshift - jacob b
- skaffold
- cloudify.co
- Flocker - Felicity
- Logspout
- weave cloud
- lxc containers

Presentations should be awesome. You should be able to present what the technology is, how it relates to class, how to use it. A demo is VERY appropriate, though you might choose to pre-record the demo portion to make sure things all work correctly.

Here is the schedule:

- Day 1: Felicity, Jonah, Jacob S
- day 2: Jacob B, Eli, Alex
- day 3: Josh, Jon